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This Integrated Product Portfolio comes three years after the strategic acquisition of Comec 
into the Dromont Group.
 
Our unparalleled range of technologies and equipment reflects the innovative manufacturing 
quintessence by designing the most automated lean processes to the highest safety standards.
 
From the simplest machine to a complete factory, this technical guide to your investment 
shows what you can achieve in terms of superior performance: a result of several patents and 
continuous R&D.
 
Flexibility and adaptability to the constant changes of the market are the key concepts in our 
technical design, nowadays a “must” to survive and compete.
 
We place special emphasis on sustainability: we are continuosly assessing our environmental 
impact to improve the aggregate societal benefit of your investments.
 
Family owned and prudently managed, with zero bank debts, 97% export and unrivalled 
financial ratings, Dromont-Comec is one of the largest and most global Supplier in its sectors, 
offering professional and rapid support throughout the world.
 
We are a serious Partner to all of our clients as they make their most difficult technical and 
financial decisions, delivering the right advice to ensure we fulfill our goal to protect and grow 
our clients’ business.

UNIQUE SOLUTIONS SINCE 1970



DROMONT COMEC GROUP, A FAMILY ENTERPRISE

Dromont Headquarters, Italy

Luca Drocco
Board Member
Finance & Sales

Mario Drocco
Board Member
Engineering & Operations

Sandra Brangero
Board Member
Software & Automation
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CONCEPT ENGINEERING
_ Production and Logistic process analysis
_ Process data
_ Definition of production capacity
_ Storage, transfer and dosing of raw materials
_ Personnel for plant production
_ Area classification
_ Preliminary cost estimates

MODEL SIMULATION
& VIRTUAL EXPLORER
_ System architecture
_ Process control functions
_ Production flexibility objectives
_ Marketing and process order background studies
_ Storage, transfer and dosing materials
_ Overview model simulation

TURNKEY PROJECTS
_ Project management
_ Detail engineering
_ Process flow scheme and layout
_ Reception of raw materials
_ Storage, transfer and dosing
_ Dispersion and mixing
_ Grinding, cleaning and filling
_ Equipment construction and erection
_ Tests and pre-commissioning
_ Commissioning, training and start-up
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MISURA EQUIPMENT SOFTWARE
Thanks to its cutting-edge architecture, any client run-
ning the software may work independently from each 
other still being part of the same ecosystem. Misura 
Equipment Software leverages the advantage of both 
centralized systems and distributed ones, by sharing 
the same underlying plant-related data and keeping 
HMI features on clients.

MISURA FACTORY M.E.S.
(Manufacturing Execution System)

_ Web Based
_ Cross Platform
_ Complete Process Data Collection
_ Calculation of OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness)
_ TEEP (Total Effective Equipment Performance) 
_ Data Analysis and KPI
_ Access to data on-the-go
_ Unlimited Licenses

PLANT SOFTWARE & AUTOMATION
Plant Software & Automation provides the user with a 
brand-new experience, by merging HMI, SCADA and 
MES into a single solution. The innovative architectu-
re allows an unbelievable server-centric organization, 
capable of coordinating and connecting several clients, 
even on the web and with mobile devices. Moreover, 
the advanced Java-based technology enables to easily 
extend the package with any customization, regardless 
of the Operating System (Windows, Linux, OS X).
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SILOS
Silos loaded with a pneumatic system from a 
truck. Once the powders are stocked in the spe-
cial silos, the plant will convey the powders from 
the storage area to the mixing area. The supervi-
sing system will then manage powder loading into 
the different mixers or into preparation hoppers 
in order to optimize cycle timing.

BAGS SPLITTERS
According  to the products that are being used 
during the mixer loading, the software will set up 
automatically all plants to suit the type of powder 
being used, by setting all parameters of the pro-
duction process. Automatic sack emptying units 
for minor white powders and for coloured pig-
ment handling systems.

BIG BAG STATIONS
Big bag emptying unit by means of the plant mana-
ging and control software. Different powders can 
be conveyed from the storage area to the mixing 
area or into preparation hoppers in order to opti-
mize the cycle timing.
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AEROMECHANICAL-PNEUMATIC
SCREW CONVEYORS
These have been essentially conceived for diffe-
rent solutions of vertical or horizontal transport. 
Bucket elevator is used for vertical lifting and 
consists of a chain between two toothed gears. 
Buckets are fastened to the chain in such a way 
to travel straight during their way up and then 
are overturned in their way down. The aero con-
veyor is for powder or granules for short to me-
dium distances.

PIGGING SYSTEMS
Pigging technology is a must in today’s efficient cle-
aning technology for pipes when switching from 
batch to batch without loosing time and avoiding 
product loss. Main advantages arising from pig 
cleaning system – beside the no product loss – are 
increased productivity and reduced downtime 
during product change, the environment friendly 
cleaning system, with less rinsing agents and less 
product waste, and contamination-free pipelines, 
thanks to integrated pigging system with CIP cle-
aning processes.
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PIPING & STORAGE TANKS
Piping and tank farm design and pre-manufactu-
ring are key elements of the process plant. Their 
engineering and perfect assembly are state-of-
the-art.



DISPERSING, MILLING
& MIXING
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ENERGIX AP

MODEL MOTOR
[HP]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

AP 2.0 2 1305 2633 1200
AP 3.0 3 1305 2633 1200
AP 4.0 4 1305 2633 1200
AP 5.5 5.5 1305 2633 1200
AP 7.5 7.5 1305 2633 1200

_ Sliding column for agitator unit with thick chrome plating
_ Agitator unit with electronic speed variation
_ Accurate speed variation from 0 rpm to 1500 rpm
_ Fit for cylindrical tanks and IBC Tanks
_ Special trolley mounted agitator: ENERGIX APC
_ Motorised lifting unit (optional)
_ Turbo Impeller (optional)
_ Special version with hydraulic motor (optional)
_ Automatic agitator unit rise and descent device (optional)

ENERGIX ADP
_ Hydraulic lifting with electric pump and lubrication system
_ Agitation unit with electronic speed variation
_ Motors and Electric equipment in IP55-54 or ATEX version
_ Accurate speed variation from 0 rpm to 1500 rpm
_ Fit for cylindrical tanks and IBC Tanks
_ Special in-line mixer type GENIO
_ ”Lenard” agitation impeller (optional)
_ ”Turbo” impeller for medium-high viscous products (optional)
_ Special version with hydraulic motor (optional)
_ Special low-speed version (optional)

MODEL MOTOR
[HP]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

ADP 5.0 5.0 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550
ADP 7.5 7.5 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550
ADP 10.0 10.0 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550
ADP 12.5 12.5 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550
ADP 15.0 15.0 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550
ADP 20.0 20.0 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550

ENERGIX ADM
_ Hydraulic lifting with electric pump and lubrication system
_ Agitation unit with electronic speed variation
_ Motors and Electric equipment in IP55-54 or ATEX version
_ Accurate speed variation from 0 rpm to 1500 rpm
_ Fit for cylindrical tanks and IBC Tanks
_ Special version with hydraulic motor
_ Automatic agitator unit rise and descent device
_ Available ADM SPECIAL version

MODEL MOTOR
[HP]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

ADM 5.0 5.0 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550
ADM 7.5 7.5 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550
ADM 10.0 10.0 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550
ADM 12.5 12.5 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550
ADM 15.0 15.0 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550
ADM 20.0 20.0 1100/1550 3180 2150/1550
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KNEADIX HORIZONTAL MIXER
Engineered for:
_ Plasters & Stucco
_ Cleaning and abrasive pastes
_ Fillers & Sealants
_ Bituminous products
_ Mixing cylinder in stainless steel 
_ Mixing blade in stainless steel with a long/short geometry for
 optimal homogeneization

MODEL MOTOR
[HP]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

KNEADIX 1000 8.5 2850 2310 2050
KNEADIX 2000 15.7 3500 2450 2170
KNEADIX 3000 22.13 3910 2650 2420
KNEADIX 5000 40.30 4340 2870 2830
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DYNAMIX DC

MODEL “SLOW MOTOR”
POWER [HP]

“FASTMOTOR”
POWER [HP]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

DCLV 40 30 10 1150 2600 - 3700 2250
DCLV 50 30 20 1250 2600 - 3700 2250
DCLV 60 40 20 1300 2600 - 3700 2250
DCLV 75 50 25 1350 2900 - 4000 2700
DCLV 100 75 25 1450 2900 - 4000 3100
DCLV 125 100 25 1450 3000 - 4100 3250
DCLV 150 100 50 1450 3000 - 4100 3250
DCLV 175 125 50 1450 3200 - 4300 3400
DCLV 225 150 75 1450 3200 - 4300 3400

DYNAMIX DCLV
_ Hydraulic lifting unit with electric pump
_ Transmission with gearbox and oversized belts and pulleys for the butterfly
 turbine and direct coupling for the Cowles impeller
_ Energy saving with high efficiency motors
_ Control board with digital display

DYNAMIX DCL
_ Hydraulic lifting unit with electric pump
_ Automatic lubrication system for main column and guide rods
_ Transmission by belts and pulleys
_ Toothed impeller made of stainless steel, available in 2 models (Cowles or Turbo type)
_ Energy saving with high efficiency motors
_ Speed control through inverter drive

MODEL POWER
[HP]

IMPELLER DIAMETER 
[mm]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

DC 20 20   220 - 250 1000 1900 - 2900 2500
DC 30 30  270 - 320 1200 2200 - 3300 2750
DC 40 40  320 - 350 1200 2200 - 3300 2750
DC 50 50   350 - 380 1400 2400 - 3650 3100
DC 60 60  380 - 400 1400 2400 - 3650 3100
DC 75 75  430 - 450 1500 2500 - 3750 3100
DC 100 100   500 - 520 2000 2500 - 3750 3100
DC 125 125  570 - 600 2500 2700 - 4000 3500
DC 150 150  650 - 700 3000 2700 - 4000 3500

_ Hydraulic lifting unit with electric pump
_ Automatic lubrication system for main column and guide rods
_ Electronic speed variation with frequency converter
_ Transmission by belts and pulleys
_ Toothed impeller made of stainless steel, available in 2 models (Cowles or Turbo type)
_ Available DYNAMIX DM model also featured with mechanical drive for heavy duty

MODEL “SLOW MOTOR”
POWER [HP]

MIXING VOLUME
[lt]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

DCLV 40 30 350 1150 2600 - 3700 2250
DCLV 50 30 400 1250 2600 - 3700 2250
DCLV 60 40 570 1300 2600 - 3700 2250
DCLV 75 50 570 1350 2900 - 4000 2700
DCLV 100 75 950 1450 2900 - 4000 3100
DCLV 125 100 1050 1450 3000 - 4100 3250
DCLV 150 100 1150 1450 3000 - 4100 3250
DCLV 175 125 1250 1450 3200 - 4300 3400
DCLV 225 150 1450 1450 3200 - 4300 3400
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_ Steel structure with anti-vibration stabilizing reinforcements
_ Welded steel head, lifted hydraulically by an electro-pump
 built into the command group
_ Dispersion and mixing shaft in stainless steel, with Teflon scraping blades
_ Rotor-stator group for difficult emulsions
_ Normal or flameproof motors and electrical equipment
_ Control panel with control and command instrumentation
_ Reinforced stainless-steel vacuum vessel, on wheels, complete with
 heating or cooling jacket
_ Stainless steel ball valve

DYNAMIX EMULSIFIER CVM

MODEL POWER
[HP]

IMPELLER DIAMETER 
[mm]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

MD 30 30  270 - 320 1300 2100 - 2600 1600
MD 40 40  320 - 350 1300 2250 - 2700 1600
MD 50 50   350 - 380 1300 2350 - 2900 1600
MD 60 60  380 - 400 1300 2650 - 3150 1600
MD 75 75  430 - 450 1350 2800 - 3200 1650
MD 100 100   500 - 520 1500 2900 - 3400 1800
MD 125 125  570 - 600 1600 3100 - 3600 1900
MD 150 150  600 - 650 1600 3300 - 3800 1900
MD 180 180 650 1700 3700 - 4200 2000
MD 220 220  700 1800 3700 - 4200 2100
MD 270 270  750 1900 3800 - 4300 2200

DYNAMIX MD
_ Shaft in AISI 304 stainless steel with flange connection
_ Toothed impeller made of stainless steel, available in 2 models (Cowles or Turbo type)
_ Tank with cylindrical construction, in stainless steel available with rounded,
 tapered or conical bottom
_ Available in ATEX version also for Zone 0
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DYNAMIX TRIPLE SHAFT
_ Two high speed impeller with different combination of geometries
_ Central anchor scraper with adjustable blades in Teflon
_ Head in thick mild steel with belt & pulley or gearbox transmission
_ Customized manufacturing – available volume of vessel: from 4.000 up to 12.000 lt
_ Under vacuum operability also for under mirror loading of solids and powders
_ Accurate independent speed regulation of each rotating part
_ Available also in ATEX version, also for zone 0 internally
_ Energy saving with high efficiency motors

* The listed power is the sum of the power of the two motors of dispersing impellers

MODEL DISSOLVER
[kW]

ROTOR/STATOR
[kW]

CAPACITY
[lt]

OPERATING
[lt]

MICRO-BEADS
[kg]

CVM 50 0.4 1.1 70 1-50 3.0
CVM 100 0.7 3.0 120 1-100 3.0
CVM 250 1.1 6.0 300 1-250 5.5
CVM 500 1.5 11.0 570 1-500 5.5

MODEL POWER*
[HP]

IMPELLER DIAMETER 
[mm]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

TS 100 100   500 - 520 1500 2900 - 3400 1800
TS 125 125  570 - 600 1600 3100 - 3600 1900
TS 150 150  600 - 650 1600 3300 - 3800 1900
TS 180 180 650 1700 3700 - 4200 2000
TS 220 220  700 1800 3700 - 4200 2100
TS 270 270  750 1900 3800 - 4300 2200
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KYNESIS

_ 60% energy saving compared to a traditional rotor-dynamic pump
_ High flexibility and versatility to cover a wide range of products,
 viscosities and densities
_ Up to 75/80% of dry components can be run through the machine
 (or can be added to the liquid part)
_ Easy cleaning of the dispersing chamber with much reduced time
 for batch changing
_ 90% cleaning agent reduction compared to a traditional disperser
_ Reduced cost of waste recycling-disposal
_ Manufactures in stainless steel AISI 304 highest quality

ADVANTAGES

Born to increase efficiency and speed when making a powder slurry, our 
revolutionary high speed dispersing technology works according to the 
rotor-stator-principle. 
The continuous in-line dispersion - thanks to its combined effect of disper-
sion - achieved a high shear gradient and a very homogeneous distribution 
of solid particles (suspensions) and liquids (emulsions).
This innovative system is simple to install and offers an easy integration 
into the existing process and a large range of applications thanks to fre-
quency inverter.

HIGH-TECH DISPERSING
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MODEL POWER
[KW]

KYNESIS 30 22
KYNESIS 45 37
KYNESIS 60 45
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_ Milling chamber design eliminates by-passing and inconsistent dispersion
_ Separate variable speed drives provide exceptional flexibility in mixing
 and dispersion
_ Because material flow is created by vortex action and centrifugal force,
 media overflow into the batch is eliminated
_ Impeller provides even circulation and ensures uniform dispersion,
 allowing a wider range of processing vicosities
_ Speed variation with frequency converter (Inverter)
_ Cooled milling basket made of special wear-resistant stainless steel

VARIMILL

MODEL MOTOR
[HP]

MICROBEADS CHARGE
[Kg]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

VM 15 15 15 1050 2000-3000 2100
VM 30 30 35 1200 2285-3385 2500
VM 50 50 70 1300 2500-3750 2600
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_ Wear resistant milling chamber with cooling jacket
_ Grinding shaft made with impellers and spacers in compound material
_ Product filtering and unloading system
_ Volumetric feeding pump with adjustable output
_ Temperature controlled by PT100 probe and thermostat with 2 set points
_ Pressure controlled by pressure gauge with 2 set points

MECMILL

MC-MILL

MODEL MOTOR
[HP]

FLOW RATE
[l/h]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

MM 2 4   4 - 36 880 1630 800
MM 6 12   12 - 108 1000 1700 850
MM 12 25   24 - 216 1000 1750 900
MM 24 40 48 - 430 1100 2150 1350
MM 36 60 125 - 860 1300 2300 1500

MODEL MOTOR
[HP]

FLOW RATE
[l/h]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

MC 8 5,5   30 - 100 940 1690 900
MC 15 10   50 - 150 940 1995 950
MC 30 20   100 - 300 1180 2100 1320
MC 60 30 200 - 700 1320 2560 1600
MC120 50 300 - 1400 1390 3310 1800

_ Wear resistant milling chamber with cooling jacket
_ Grinding shaft made with impellers and spacers in compound material
_ Product filtering and unloading system
_ Volumetric feeding pump with adjustable output
_ Temperature controlled by PT100 probe and thermostat with 2 set points
_ Pressure controlled by pressure gauge with 2 set points
_ Available in closed or open models



_ Hydraulic head lifting powered by electric pump
_ Electronic speed variation with frequency converter
_ Motor and electric equipment in standard IP54 version or in ATEX version
_ Safety lid, light version dust and splash-tight, vapor-tight or in vacuum version
_ Pneumatic cylinders to lift and lock the lid for cleaning and maintenance
_ The forced recycling allows the required particle size to be reached in a very short time
_ The grinding chamber and the tank are equipped with cooling jacket and temperature control

SMARTMILL

MODEL MOTOR
[HP]

MICROBEADS CHARGE
[Kg]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

SM 15 15 8 1000 1650-2550 1850
SM 30 30 15 1200 2500-3650 2300
SM 50 50 26 1500 2600-3850 2700

INNOVATION IN MILLING

_ Higher grinding power with 70% less microbeads 
_ Cleaning time is reduced by 80% and product changeover
 is accomplished in less than 5 minutes on most products
_ Shorter milling time
_ Wear resistant grinding chamber and revolutionary basket
 mill easy to dismantle for maintenance and inspection
_ Its new design allows for the material to recirculate in the
 grinding chamber at a high frequency

ADVANTAGES
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MODEL MOTOR
[HP]

USEFUL CAPACITY 
[lt]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

MCO 25 5.5   3 - 22 450 1390 580
MCO 100 15  15 - 90 500 1720 1340
MCO 150 25  30 - 150 640 1800 1410
MCO 250 30   30 - 200 640 1990 1540

MCO 500 60  100 - 450 810 2265 1810
MCO 800 60  100 - 700 810 2500 1810

_ Upper dispersing chamber with Cowles impellers made of stainless steel
_ Milling chamber in wear resistant steel with grinding impeller, turbine
 and filters for microbeads retaining
_ Single shaft operates the movement of the Cowles and the grinding
_ Thick steel base frame complete with V. Belts and pulley transmission

MICRONET
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Reggio Emilia



Grinzane Cavour



FACTORY, LABORATORY
& IN-CAN DISPENSING
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SELECTA OFFSET/UV
_ Two models up to 48 and 64 valves
_ Dispensing viscosity up to 1 million cPs or mPa
_ Valve Sizes are 1” and 2”
_ Valve pressure test up to 400 bar
_ Accuracy: +/- 0.1 g
 (depending on product viscosity and scale type)
_ Flow rate of 1000 litres/h. with 1” valves
 (depending on product viscosity and scale type)
_ Flow rate of 3000 litres/h. with 2” valves
 (depending on product viscosity and scale type)
_ Range of Dosage Containers from 1 kg to 3000 kg

20

SELECTA
_ Available in 3 models, 48, 64 or 100 valves
_ Valve Sizes are 1” and 2”
_ Highest accuracy in the market of 0.01 grams
 (depending on product viscosity and scale type)
_ Flow rate of 3000 litres/h with 1” valves
_ Flow rate of 9000 litres/h with 2” valves
_ Range of Dosage Containers from 1 kg to 3000 kg
_ Specific offset valves available

SELECTA POWDERS
_ In-can + In-drum powder dispensing
_ In-can + In-drum aluminum slurry dispensing
_ Accuracy: Powders: 0.1 g
                   Aluminum pastes: 0.5 g
_ Volumetric + gravimetric dispensing
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_ One model up to 32 valves
_ Valve sizes are ½”
_ Valve pressure test up to 400 bar
_ Accuracy: +/- 0.1 g
 (depending on product viscosity and scale type)
_ Dispensing viscosity up to 1 million cPs or mPa
_ Flow rate of 1000 litres/h
 (depending on product viscosity and scale type)
_ Range of Dosage Containers up to 200 kg

JUNIOR

_ One model up to 32 valves
_ Dispensing viscosity up to 1 million cPs or mPa
_ Valve pressure test up to 400 bar
_ Accuracy: +/- 0.1 g
 (depending on product viscosity and scale type)
_ Flow rate of 1000 litres/h with 1” valves
 (depending on product viscosity and scale type)
_ Range of Dosage Containers from 1 kg to 50 kg

JUNIOR OFFSET/UV

_ Expandability up to 20 valves
_ Accuracy: +/- 1 g (depending on product viscosity)
_ Flow rate 500 litres/h (depending on product viscosity)
_ Range of Dosage Containers from 20 kg to 200 kg

GENIUS

MODUS
_ Expandability up to 20 valves
_ Accuracy: +/- 100 g (depending on product viscosity)
_ Flow rate 2000 litres/h (depending on product viscosity)
_ Range of Dosage Containers from 1000 kg to 3000 kg
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IN-CAN LINE

Complete process from empty cans to finished goods.
Dromont produces dispensing machines that dose all the components into empty cans and/or pails.
These containers also function as the final shipping container. This allows for rapid, low waste and low 
cost manufacturing of custom products without the need to carry finished goods inventory. This techno-
logy integrates complete handling lines including labeling, agitation and palletizing.

DECORATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL PAINT ON DEMAND

Lidding Station

IN-CAN LINE ANCILLARIES

Bases DispensingMultiple Mixing Station

Automatic Palletizing

Denester

Printer Applicator

_ Expandability up to 20 valves
_ Accuracy: +/- 100 g (depending on product viscosity)
_ Flow rate 2000 litres/h (depending on product viscosity)
_ Range of Dosage Containers from 1000 kg to 3000 kg
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_ Micro has been designed by taking a complete factory
 machine and scaling it down to laboratory size
_ Micro represents Dromont’s perfection in miniaturizing
 its well known patented 3-way valves as this dispenser
 includes the exact same valve and software technology
 as the factory system with the highest accuracy
 guaranteed in the market of 0.01 grams
_ Its special patented design allows for central dispensing
 of all components, guaranteeing the unique flexibility
 to allow dosing to occur into small cups of 100 grams
 up to 5 liter cans
_ Available in three models, 32, 64 and 80 valves

MICRO

The combined technology is the perfect answer for the 
preparation of custom colours and following automatic 
production of the batch. Both machines are connected 
to the same raw material storage tanks. Thanks to the 
high precision Lab dispenser, we can prepare and match 
custom colours very rapidly into 100 g pots and then send 
the validated formulations to the production dispenser.

COMBINED LABORATORY
+ PRODUCTION

_ Increased shear rate through minimization of the
 dispersing chamber
_ High volume production plant in only 25 sqm area
_ Energy saving process: 50 kw gives you from 6 t to
 10 t of paints and plaster per hour
_ Cleaning water consumption is highly reduced thanks 
 to a smaller “dispersing chamber”, 200 litres 
 and few minutes only to clean the whole system
_ Dromont’s “Clean & Lean” technology combines full 
 automation with environmental concept

COMBINED POWDERS 
+ LIQUIDS
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inBATCH SHUTTLE MANUFACTURING

_ The inBATCH SHUTTLE MANUFACTURING system can integrate
 the UWP (Universal Weighing Platform) system and the DWM
 (Dispensing While Mixing) software compensation
_ The power supply connected to the mixer and dispensing while
 mixing is performed according to the selected scale accuracy
_ Innovative power connection suitable for CE-Atex classified area
_ Only one operator dedicated to the supervision of the process
_ Automatic self-cleaning mixer
_ Closed vessel handling loop

24

COMBINED LABORATORY
+ PRODUCTION



HIGH-SPEED FILLING LINES

_ Streamline all manufacturing operations
_ Minimize inventories of ready products
_ Cut down cleaning liquids consumption
_ Minimize products & packaging changeover time
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Flexible and smart solutions from the full automatic filling process to se-
mi-automatic machines. Volumetric or gravimetric filling systems may 
be adopted, for different format and dimensions of pails. The options 
may include automatic lidding systems, automatic closing systems for 
the lids and robot palletizer.

FILLING LINE ANCILLARIES

Labelling Filling Lidding

Cartooning Box sealing Output buffer



FILLIX V
_ Automatic volumetric filling machine 
_ Empty can feeding system by rotating buffer belt
_ Bearing structure with a single advancing line to the different stations
 step by step movement
_ Longitudinal height and adjustment
_ Automatic stacking device suitable for metal and plastic lids
_ Available in several configurations, from full automatic to normal models
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_ VELOCE filling machine is composed of a pneumatically
 operated valve interfaced with an electronic or mechanical
 scale with an idler roller conveyor
_ Valve openings adjustment system
_ Emergency button
_ Available also in ATEX version
_ Two different adjustable openings for coarse and fine dosing
 with adjustable set points on the scale
_ Operation with pedal or with key on the control board
_ VELOCE automatic batching system can be applied directly
 on the outlet of the tank or can be fed with a pump
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FILLIX W
_ Electronic scale, in standard or ATEX version
_ Automatic feeder for the empty containers
_ Filling valve in AISI 304 with multiple openings
_ Pneumatic lid closing
_ Check station to ensure the perfect lid closing
_ Automatic stacking device suitable for metal and plastic lids
_ Available in several configurations, from full automatic to normal models
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MODEL POWER
[HP]

OPERATING CAPACITY 
min [lt]          max [lt]

BALL CHARGE
[kg]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

MCOSM 1 1,5   0,3 0,8 0,2 353 765 250
MCOSM 8 4,0   3,0 6,0 1,5 580 1140 450

_ Simultaneous mixing and milling in the same cylinder
_ Milling of products with a high concentration of pigment
_ Fast and effective milling, even of difficult products
_ Quick and easy washing with the possibility of changing rapidly
 from one product to another
_ Easy to change parts which are subject to wear
_ Minimum maintenance

MICROLAB
Forced recirculation mill

VARITEST
Multitasking lab machine (11 different tools)

MODEL MOTOR

[Watt]

STIRRING
CAPACITY 

[lt]

DISPERSING
CAPACITY 

[lt]

MILLING
CAPACITY 

[lt]

WEIGHT

[kg]

VT 750 750 0,5 - 7,0 0,5 - 5,0 0,5 - 4,0 40

_ Base and head elements in contoured sheet painted with epoxy powders
_ Linear telescopic electric actuator for head raising and lowering
_ Electronic speed variation by means of membrane keyboard
_ Stirring shaft in AISI 304 stainless steel on sealing spindle with quick locking
_ Display for reading rpm and absorption

ACCESSORIES

DISPERSION MIXING

EMULSION GRINDING

KNEADING

LAB CONTAINER



ENERGIX CVM-LAB
Vacuum turbo-emulsifiers

_ Scaled version of CVM machine.
_ Suitable for undervacuum operations available with the multirotors
arrangements.
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MODEL POWER
[HP]

SPEED 
[rpm]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

AP/LAB 1 1 380÷2000 500 1285 500
AP/LAB 2 1 730÷3600 500 1285 500
AP/LAB EL 1.5  600÷6000 500 1285 500

_ Agitator unit and disperser with fixed speed or electronic speed variation
_ Notched dispersion impellers in stainless steel (Ø 90 or 110 mm) and
 turbine stirring impellers in aluminum (Ø 85 mm)
_ Adjustable container locking system
_ Electric control and drive system 
_ Dust-seal tilting cover

DCL/LAB laboratory equipment are slow baffle-mixers, driven by variable 
speed motors, which are suitable for mixing very viscous products such as pla-
sters, inks, sealers, adhesives, putties, bituminous products, etc. They have the 
same geometry of production mixers, but adapted to meet the requirements 
of laboratory purposes, and the results may be scaled to industrial demands.

ENERGIX AP-LAB
Laboratory agitators

ENERGIX DCL-LAB
Laboratory butterfly mixers

MODEL POWER
[HP]

DIAMETER OF BAFFLE 
[mm]

WIDTH
[mm]

HEIGHT
[mm]

DEPTH
[mm]

DCL/LAB 1 0.5 / 0.75 180 830 1200 460
DCL/LAB 2 0.75 / 1 250 830 1450 460
DCL/LAB 3 1.5 / 2 300 830 1450 460



DIY, POINT-OF-SALE
& RETAIL TINTING
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COMPACTA
_ Dispensing accuracy 1/768 fl.oz
_ Simultaneous Dispensing (Piston Pumps)
_ Flow rate: 0.3 lt/min
_ Automatic lifting shelf for cans and pails from 25 to 0.5 lt
_ Automatic Humidifier Cap

MODEL CANISTERS LENGTH 
[mm]

WIDTH 
[mm]

HIGHT
[mm]

CAPACITY
[lt]

COMPACTA 16 735 1105 1370 12x3 lt and 4x5 lt
COMPACTA 32 735 1105 1370 20x1,5 lt and 8x3 lt and 4x5 lt

_ Dispensing accuracy 1/768 fl.oz
_ Accuracy: +/- 1% (depending on product viscosity)
_ Simultaneous Dispensing (Piston Pumps)
_ Flow rate: 0.5 lt/min
_ Automatic central lifting shelf
_ Automatic Humidifier Cap
_ Available with 6-10-15-25 liters POM canisters (stainless steel on request)

MODEL CANISTERS LENGTH 
[mm]

WIDTH 
[mm]

HIGHT
[mm]

CAPACITY
[lt]

PRIMA 12 12 1000 790 1200 9x6 lt and 3x10
PRIMA 16 16 1180 790 1200 12x6 lt and 4x10

PRIMA 24 24 1670 790 1200 18x6 lt and 6x10
PRIMA 32 32 1970 790 1200 24x6 lt and 8x10

PRIMA

_ 24 canisters in only 1190 x 980 x h 1140 mm - Weight: 300 kg  
_ 27% space saving compared to its category  
_ Simultaneous dispensing
_ 16 or 24 canisters available in 3 and 5 lt made of POM polymer material
_ Tilting head (patented) for easy cleaning and automatic capping of nozzles
 with humidifying sponge to avoid drying-out
_ Minicomputer with front panel 
_ Flow rate (per circuit): 0.3 lt/min
_ Dispensing accuracy 1/768 fl.oz
_ Two-way recirculation of the colorants from canister to pump, to valve and back
_ Stirring and re-circulation programmable cycles

OPTIMA

MODEL CANISTERS LENGTH 
[mm]

WIDTH 
[mm]

HIGHT
[mm]

CAPACITY
[lt]

OPTIMA 16 1186 978 1143 12x3 lt and 4x5 lt
OPTIMA 24 1186 978 1143 24x3 lt or 6x5 lt and 18x3
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_ Minimum Quantity: 0.077 cc (depending on product viscosity)
_ Simultaneous Dispensing up to 8 colorants
_ Precision 1/768 fl.oz
_ Flow rate: 0.3 lt/min
_ Automatic Humidifier Cap

UNICA

MODEL CANISTERS LENGTH 
[mm]

WIDTH 
[mm]

HIGHT
[mm]

CAPACITY
[lt]

UNICA 16 16 700 920 1175 12x3 lt and 4x5 lt
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PRIMA ET
_ Prima ET allows the dispensing of Bases and Colorants in one operation
_ Dispensing of the bases directly into empty pails
_ Refilling of the storage tanks is done with the same pump used for dispensing
_ Refilling canisters at only 1100 mm height
_ Weight check tracking assures a total quality warranty to professional customers
_ High productivity, flexibility and accuracy can be achieved by combining:
 Dispensing by weight from the external tanks
 Dispensing by volume from the internal circuits

MODEL CANISTERS LENGTH 
[mm]

WIDTH 
[mm]

HIGHT
[mm]

CAPACITY
[lt]

PRIMA ET 12 12 1000 790 1200 9x6 lt and 3x10
PRIMA ET 16 16 1180 790 1200 12x6 lt and 4x10

PRIMA ET 24 24 1670 790 1200 18x6 lt and 6x10
PRIMA ET 32 32 1970 790 1200 24x6 lt and 8x10
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_ The automatic self-cleaning TurboStirrer has been specifically developed for 
 homogeneizing high viscous products
_ The system is equipped with a special propeller that operates with 4 cycles 
 depending on type of plaster/textured paint
_ Washing system has a water container equipped with a special brush to rinse 
 shaft and propeller perfectly
_ Stand-alone construction made of light alloy with high resistance
_ Special propeller, with spiral turbine for high efficient stirring
_ Propeller spin increases and decreases while the stirrer is moving up/down 
 as per SW settings
_ Speed cycle management with 4 programs on paint texture and plaster
_ Washing system with cleaning brush and anti-dripping plate

TURBOSTIRRER

SELFWASHING INDUSTRIAL STIRRER

VYBROMATIC
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_ The automatic self-cleaning stirrer HD has been specifically developed for 
 stirring high viscous products and to be installed in an industrial environment
_ The system is equipped with a special propeller and a container
 (full of water/solvent) with a brush to perfectly rinse the stirrer and avoid
 contamination in other pails
_ Water/Solvent cleaning tank with a cleaning brush which will automatically 
 move beside the stirrer shaft and propeller for an efficient and deep cleaning 
 The cleaning tank will be on wheels to allow easy transfer in the cleaning area
_ Anti-dripping plate underneath the stirrer propeller which slides automatically 
 while the stirrer is moving from the stirring to the cleaning position
_ Speed cycle management with several possible programs

_ Our mixing machine are characterized by a full automatic 
 management and by the possibility to work at three
 different angular speed with configuration of single
 velocities and acceleration ramps according to the needs
_ The extreme flexibility of our system allows the operator 
 to use containers with different shapes or made of
 different materials
_ Material and components have been selected in order
 to guarantee a long lasting working life
_ The digital panel allows, using few user friendly commands, 
 once the container is on the loading platform to control 
 all the working cycle (blocking phase, mixing phase and 
 releasing phase)
_ Sample mixing or model available

GYROMATIC



_ Hydraulically controlled container lifting and safety lock stop of the lower shelf
_ Two-speed extruder plate pushed by a high load-bearing hydraulic piston
_ Pneumatic-hydraulic type pump with compressed air supply (no need for
 electrical connections) of an air pressure adjustment
_ Insertion of tank at floor level
_ Available in MOBILE version

PRESS - PLATE EXTRUDER
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_ Electrical or diaphragm compressed air pump
_ Throughput from 20 to over 100 lt/min
_ Filtering levels may be chosen from 50/100/200/300/500/1000 microns
_ Mobile support with wheels and room to hold a waste container

FILTERING UNIT

_ Higher performance vs traditional impellers
_ Less power used (20% saving with the same diameter vs standard
 cowles impellers)
_ Better stirring at medium-high viscosity
_ Performance similar to double disk impellers with much less
 energy power absorbed

TURBO IMPELLERS

_ Rotary washing head with double rotary action for a perfect cleaning of the
 internal parts of the tank
_ Solvent saving during washing process: the storage tank for the washing solvent
 is divided in 2 sections, the first one contains dirty solvent that is used for a first 
 coarse washing, the second one contains clean solvent for a second finer cleaning 
 with sedimentation-barrier and impurities outlet

VESSEL WASHING UNIT

PNEUMATIC LIFTER
_ Ergonomics and safety in all handling operations
_ Flag opening mt 3
_ Useful lifting stroke mt 1,3
_ Angle of arm rotation 0° ÷ 360°
_ Compressed air supply ATM 6 BAR
_ Compressed air consumption lt/min 200

ENVIROWASH PAINT CLEAN-UP UNIT

_ Responsible paint clean up process
_ Enviromental and user friendly
_ Cost efficient waste management system
_ Clear water can be recycled into other applications
_ ES 160 - 160 lt capacity - 105X77X66 cm - 29 kg
_ ES 800 - 800 lt capacity - 120X130X130 cm - 72 kg

THE GREENER WAY FOR PAINT WASH UP
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DROMONT COMEC GROUP offer technical Know-How and years of experience to ensure
compatibility of your products with our equipments.
Our In-house production trials include:
_ Analysis of Client’s products
_ Process control functionality
_ Operational tests on pilot machines
_ Final check and result analisys

_ Analysis of Client’s products
_ Control functionality through operational tests or simulation
_ Final check and result

PILOT PRODUCTION UNIT

LAB SAMPLE TESTING



Tele-assistance provides the customer with instant support for the ma-
chine. Dromont can assist the customer with any type of software, me-
chanical, or training problem. This service is provided in 30 minutes or 
less with over 97% rate of problem solving using this method.

Scope of the preventive maintenance is to assure the perfect status of 
all the plant components, to provide to the necessaries maintenance 
operations and regulations made by high qualified engineers, to opti-
mize the dosage performances adjusting the setting valves parameters, 
to “refresh” the acknowledging of the operators and to assure you an 
immediate reply and unlimited service in case of assistance requests and 
the availability to intervene on site within 48H from Client’s request.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

TRAINING
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TELE-ASSISTANCE
30 MINUTES RESPONSE GUARANTEE

Dromont is capable to grant all its Customers high performances in 
terms of quick delivery of spare parts. Thanks to vertical warehousing 
technology designed to optimize space utilization and maximize picking 
throughput, Dromont grants same day shipment for all components 
ordered by 12.00 hours p.m. This automatic system is the ideal solution 
for managing storage problems, as well as put away and rapid picking 
of component, semi-manufactured and finished products in many dif-
ferent applications. Our users are guided by dedicated computer in pi-
cking and replenishing operations while working on the two extremely 
efficient machineries.

SPARE PARTS DELIVERY

A highly trained and motivated team of service engineers, planners and 
helpdesk staff are at your disposal wherever you are in the world. Our 
team is constantly up-to-date with the latest developments in techno-
logy to ensure you support and to exceed expectations.
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“EXCELLENCE IS AT THE CORE
OF EVERYTHING WE DO AT DROMONT”

Mr. Claudio Drocco
Founder of Dromont (1938 - 2007)



DROMONT HEADQUARTERS, GRINZANE CAVOUR



THE VINEYARD OF PIEDMONT: WORLD HERITAGE SITE



Tech Support (Factory Systems)
T +39 0173.230467

DROMONT S.p.A.
Via Borzone, 42
12060 Grinzane Cavour (CN)
Italy

T +39  0173.230411
www.dromont.com
info@dromont.it

COMEC S.R.L.
Via Consolini, 12
42026 Canossa (RE)
Italy

T +39  0522.878159
www.comec.eu.com
commerciale@comecsrl.it

JAPANPOLAND UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Tech Support (Retail Machines)
T +39 0173.230466

Tech Support (Dissolvers & Mills)
T +39 0522.242442

ITALY


